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Introduction: What is the question?
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Low-carbon transition: Reliability is 

essential; ensuring reliability at 

least cost will be the pivotal issue

The “EOM vs. CRM” debate is 

fascinating but typically ignores 

a more fundamental question…

Is the market driving the right

investments to ensure a reliable 

low-carbon transition at least cost?



And before we go any further…
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German reserve margins ‘02-’08

EU incremental energy balance ‘00-’12

…large, persistent capacity 

surpluses are the principal 

reason for low power prices & 

low plant load factors… not the variability or low short-run 

production cost of RES.



Revisiting gross/net demand comparisons
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1) Little demand for baseload, big demand for mid-merit, 

demand for peaking pretty much unchanged

2) Shouldn’t energy & balancing services prices reflect this?

3) And if they do, just how “fixed” is the gross demand curve?

4) We’re only looking at one (small) artificially bounded area….

Gross Demand Net Demand



Ensuring adequate investment –
conventional generation
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“How much?” depends on “what kind?”
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“How much?” depends on “what kind?”
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Reliable, but costly & unstable, with investment based on:

- Single-product capacity mechanisms

- Inflated targets for generation adequacy

- No significant role for demand-side participation

- Flawed energy market implementation



“How much?” depends on “what kind?”
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Reliable, low-cost & stable, with investment based on:

- Improved functioning of energy & balancing markets

- Transparent/objective/independent/regional RA assessment

- If desired, a simple multi-product CRM as a safety net

- Full demand-side participation in all markets



PJM: capacity market as safety net



PJM Capacity Market 2007

Capacity – single product

Supply Demand



Capacity – single product
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Flexible generation is just one piece of the puzzle
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Source: IEA Energy Technology Perspectives 2014



Components can be complementary
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Mitigating the need for 
generator flexibility
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Larger balancing areas, “faster” markets
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Balance control authority over larger geographic footprints:

- Reduces variability of demand

- Reduces the impact of individual generator events

- Increases real-time access to balancing resources

- Among other benefits, reduced reserves requirements

Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory (U.S.), 2013



Stimulate demand-side flexibility
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The 3 pillars of an effective, equitable 
energy market
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Raise/eliminate 

price caps

Enable demand 

response/aggrega

tors

Better shortage 

pricing



The four corners of effective 
demand participation
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Aggregation
Automation/ 

Control Technology

Integrated energy 

& balancing 

scarcity pricing

Dynamic 

retail prices
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Automation/ 

Control Technology

Dynamic 

retail prices

Aggregation

Integrated energy 

& balancing 

scarcity pricing
??

??

??

The four corners of effective 
demand participation



Make the value of all flexibility 
more visible
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Energy markets: typical view
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Suite of actual balancing options
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Source: Brattle Group report to Texas Public Utilities Commission



Energy markets: the reality
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Full-spectrum shortage pricing: 
An illustrative example



Continued deployment of 
renewables
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What’s the end-game for RES support? 
How do we get there?

RES

Conventional 
generation

Demand-side 
resources

Conventional gen 
(incl RES) 

+ 
DSR (incl RES)

Time

RES

Conventional 
generation 

+ DSR

Innovation & better regulation handle this

But how’s this going to work?



Support for deployment of “commercial” RES
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Binding targets + feed-in tariffs + priority dispatch

Auctions (a 

reprise of 

quotas?) + 

[2030 

targets?]

“Capacity”-based revenue support

- varied based on performance?

Economic curtailment of RES

“System-friendly” production support

- but needs “RES-friendly” system

Beginnings of x-border harmonization

202?: Full RES convergence w/market? What market?



New deployment into surplus 
has consequences
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About RAP

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
and natural gas sectors. RAP has deep expertise in regulatory and market policies 
that:

 Promote economic efficiency
 Protect the environment
 Ensure system reliability
 Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers

Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org
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mhogan@raponline.org +1 (603) 738 8652 (mobile)
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…and how is the industry responding?
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“The Düsseldorf municipal utility decided to build a [750MW] gas-fired power plant 

regardless of negative profit margins of gas generation assets in Germany.”

“In Cologne, ‘District heating will render the new  [453MW] Niehl-3 gas-fired power plant 

profitable,’ a RheinEnergie representative told Gas to Power Journal.”

“Siemens announced Wednesday it has commissioned the [750MW Lunen hard-coal-

fired power [and district heating] plant, which went online and has been in continuous 

operation this month [Dec 2013].”

“Five new coal-fired power plants in Germany with a combined capacity of around 4 GW 

have had their "first fire" over recent weeks and will be generating electricity in the hot 

testing phase over the next couple of months.... The projects include RWE's Hamm D 

unit (800 MW), EnBW's RDK 8 (912 MW), Vattenfall's first block at Hamburg-Moorburg

(840 MW), Steag's Walsum 10 unit (725 MW) and GDF Suez's new coal-fired power 

plant at Wilhelmshaven (800 MW).” August 2013



Source: Hildmann, Ulbig, Andersson, “Revisiting the Merit Order Effects of Renewable Energy Sources” (ETH Zurich, Feb 2014) 


